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Existing research reports inconsistent findings with
regard to the effect of color on cognitive task
performances. Some research suggests that blue or green
leads to better performances than red; other studies
record the opposite. Current work reconciles this
discrepancy. We demonstrate that red (versus blue) color
induces primarily an avoidance (versus approach)
motivation (study 1, n = 69) and that red enhances
performance on a detail-oriented task, whereas blue
enhances performance on a creative task (studies 2 and 3,
n = 208 and 118). Further, we replicate these results in the
domains of product design (study 4, n = 42) and
persuasive message evaluation (study 5, n = 161) and show
that these effects occur outside of individuals’
consciousness (study 6, n = 68). We also provide process
evidence suggesting that the activation of alternative
motivations mediates the effect of color on cognitive task
performances.
Color is a fundamental aspect of human perception, and its
effects on cognition and behavior have intrigued generations
of researchers. Although a large amount of research has been
done in this domain, the psychological processes through
which color operates have not been explored fully. As a
result, the field has observed certain conflicting results. One
inconsistency, which is the focus of this report, concerns the
effect of color on cognitive task performance. Most research
examining this topic has focused on two of the three primary
colors—red versus blue (or green). Some have proposed that
red enhances cognitive task performance as compared with
blue or green (1, 2); others have shown exactly the opposite
(3, 4).
This report details our effort to understand the theory
behind the psychological process through which color affects
cognitive task performances. Based on our theorizing, we are
able to reconcile the above-described inconsistency. We
demonstrate that red and blue activate different motivations
and consequently enhance performances on different types of
cognitive tasks. In line with most of the extant research, we
limit our research to the two primary colors, red and blue.
Color theorists believe that color influences cognition and
behavior through learned associations (3). When people
repeatedly encounter situations where different colors are

accompanied by particular experiences and/or concepts, they
form specific associations to colors. Red and blue have been
shown to have different associations within the cognitive
domain. Red is often associated with dangers and mistakes
[e.g., errors that are circled with a red ink pen, stop signs, and
warnings (3)]. Claims have been made linking the color red to
the highest level of hazard and also the highest level of
compliance (5, 6). In contrast, blue is often associated with
openness, peace, and tranquility [e.g., ocean and sky (7)]. A
word association test confirmed that people indeed generate
these different associations to red versus blue color in the
cognitive task domain (8, 9).
We propose that these different associations related to red
versus blue color can induce alternative motivations.
Specifically, red, because of its association with dangers and
mistakes, should activate an avoidance motivation, which has
been shown to make people more vigilant and risk-averse
(10–12). Thus, red, compared with blue, should enhance
performance on detail-oriented tasks (i.e., tasks that require
focused, careful attention). In contrast, because blue is
usually associated with openness, peace, and tranquility, it is
likely to activate an approach motivation, because these
associations signal a benign environment that encourages
people to use innovative as opposed to “tried-and-true”
problem-solving strategies (13). Indeed, an approach
motivation has been shown to make people behave in a more
explorative, risky manner (10, 11). Thus, blue versus red
should enhance performance on creative tasks.
We report six studies (14) that offered systematic support
to our hypotheses. Most studies were conducted on
computers, and color was manipulated through the
background screen color. Color is usually defined along three
dimensions: hue (the pigment of the color, e.g., blue, red,
etc.), chroma (saturation of color), and value (degree of
darkness or lightness of the color) (15). In order to reduce
confounds and to be consistent with prior research, we
manipulated only hue (i.e., red versus blue) and kept chroma
and value constant. For computer-based studies, we employed
the HSL (hue-saturation-lightness) scheme (red: hue = 0,
saturation = 240, lightness = 120; blue: hue = 160, saturation
= 240, lightness = 120) (8) (table S1). To provide a baseline
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for comparison, we also included a neutral condition in some
studies where computer background color was set to be white.
Study 1 tested our hypothesis that red color will induce
primarily an avoidance motivation, whereas blue will activate
an approach motivation. Sixty-nine participants were
randomly assigned to the red, blue, or neutral background
color condition and completed a computer-based study that
consisted of two tasks. In the first task, participants solved a
series of 12 anagrams, with three of them having target words
related to avoidance motivation (e.g., prevent), another three
having target words related to approach motivation (e.g.,
adventure) (16, 17), and the remaining six that were unrelated
to either motivation (e.g., computer) (8). The response times
for each type of correctly solved anagrams were averaged to
create three reaction time (RT) indices—avoidance, approach,
and neutral RT indices. Faster reaction time to approachrelated (or avoidance-related) anagrams would imply a
stronger activation of an approach (or avoidance) motivation
(18). As anticipated (Fig. 1), for approach-related anagrams,
those in the blue condition [10.93 ± 5.51 s (mean ± SD)]
responded faster than those in the red [18.53 ± 12.25 s; t(66)
= 2.81, P < 0.01; Cohen’s d = 0.81] or neutral condition
[17.50 ± 9.17 s; t(66) = –2.29, P < 0.03; Cohen’s d = 0.91].
For avoidance-related anagrams, the reverse pattern appeared,
such that those in the red condition (10.40 ± 3.64 s)
responded faster than those in the blue [20.39 ± 14.73 s; t(66)
= –3.21, P < 0.01; Cohen’s d = 0.96] or neutral condition
[19.14 ± 11.48 s; t(66) = –2.67, P < 0.01; Cohen’s d = 1.1].
For neutral anagrams, however, no effect of color was
observed (red, 10.56 ± 5.48 s; blue, 12.64 ± 7.53 s; neutral,
11.58 ± 4.37 s; t < 1).
In the second task, participants read descriptions of three
pairs of brands and reported their preferences along a scale
from 1 (prefer brand A) to 7 (prefer brand B). Within each
pair, one brand highlighted a negative outcome people try to
avoid, whereas the other brand highlighted a positive
outcome people try to approach. For example, one pair
featured two brands of toothpastes, with brand A being
particularly good for cavity prevention (avoidance focused),
and brand B being particularly good for tooth whitening
(approach focused) (8). Across three pairs, we found that
those in the blue color condition (4.03 ± 1.55) indicated
greater preference for brands that were approach-oriented
(highlighting positive benefits) than those in the red [2.79 ±
1.65; t(66) = –2.80, P < 0.01; Cohen’s d = 0.79] and the
neutral condition [3.05 ± 1.43; t(66) = 2.08, P < 0.05;
Cohen’s d = 0.67]. Thus, this study demonstrated that within
a cognitive task domain, red (versus blue) can activate an
avoidance (versus approach) motivation. A post hoc study
ruled out mood as an alternative explanation (8).
The next two studies tested whether red (versus blue),
because of its activation of avoidance (versus approach)

motivation, enhances performance on a detail-oriented
(versus a creative) task. Study 2 (n = 208) contained two
tasks, a detail-oriented and a creative task. A set of
participants completed the detailed-oriented task (i.e., a
memory exercise) presented on computers with red, blue, or
neutral background color. They studied a list of 36 words for
2 min and were asked to recall as many words as they could
after a 20-min delay. Three measures confirmed that red
indeed enhanced performance on this memory task. Those in
the red condition (15.89 ± 5.90) recalled more correct items
than those in the blue condition [12.31 ± 5.48; t(100) = 2.50,
P < 0.02; Cohen’s d = 0.64] (Fig. 2). Furthermore, blue led to
more false recalls (0.86 ± 1.29) than red [0.34 ± 0.64; t(100)
= –2.42, P < 0.02; Cohen’s d = 0.52] or neutral [0.38 ± 0.55;
t(100) = 2.21, P < 0.03; Cohen’s d = 0.48] condition. These
two measures have been shown to reflect people’s attention to
details (19, 20). However, color manipulation did not affect
the total number of items recalled (P > 0.11) (8).
Another set of participants completed a creative task
where they were asked to generate as many creative uses for a
brick as they could think of within 1 min (21). Consistent
with prior research (21), each participant’s responses were
coded into three categories: (i) total number of uses
generated, (ii) mean creativity score as rated by a panel of
judges, and (iii) total number of creative uses. Participants in
the three color conditions produced equal number of uses in
total (F < 1; red, 4.83 ± 2.31; blue, 4.67 ± 2.62; neutral, 4.94
± 1.68). However, the quality of these uses differed by color
conditions. Those in the blue condition (3.97 ± 0.99)
demonstrated a higher mean creativity score than those in the
red [3.39 ± 0.97; t(102) = –2.81, P < 0.01; Cohen’s d = 0.6]
or neutral color condition [3.50 ± 0.63; t(102) = 2.23, P <
0.03; Cohen’s d = 0.57] (Fig. 3). Similarly, those in the blue
(1.64 ± 1.46) condition produced more creative uses than
those in the red [0.86 ± 0.97; t(102) = –2.93, P < 0.01;
Cohen’s d = 0.64] or neutral condition [0.91 ± 0.83; t(102) =
2.70, P < 0.01; Cohen’s d = 0.62] (8). Findings from this
study suggest that, although color did not affect the amount of
processing, as shown in the equal recall level for the memory
task and comparable uses generated for the brick task, it
affected the quality of responses, i.e., red led to superior
performances on detail-oriented tasks and blue, on creative
tasks.
Study 3 (n = 118) tested the generalizability of results
observed in study 2 using two different tasks. Moreover, it
aimed to demonstrate that the activation of avoidance or
approach motivations is the underlying force that drives our
results. As in study 2, this study was computer-based, and
color was manipulated using the computer background screen
color. The detail-oriented task in this study was a
proofreading task (22). Participants examined five sets of
items, with each set containing a pair of names or addresses,
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which were either identical or slightly different (8).
Participants’ task was to judge whether items within each pair
were identical or not. To assess whether color-induced
motivations drive our expected effects, we also asked
participants to answer three questions concerning the extent
to which they focused on accuracy (mistake-avoidance
motivation) versus speed (approach motivation). Results
revealed that red color condition (4.33 ± 0.77) led to more
correct responses than blue [3.53 ± 0.80; t(51) = 2.49, P <
0.02; Cohen’s d = 1.05] or neutral [3.68 ± 1.20; t(51) = 2.07,
P < 0.05; Cohen’s d = 0.66] condition (F2,51 = 3.56, P < 0.04).
Further, mediation analysis (23) revealed that approach
versus avoidance motivations were indeed the driving force
for the observed effect.
The Remote Associates Test (RAT), which is widely used
as a test of creative thinking (24), was used as the creative
task. Each RAT item consists of three or four stimulus words
(e.g., "Shelf," "Read," and "End") that are in some way
related to a fourth or fifth unreported word (e.g., "Book").
Participants were presented with five RAT items and were
asked to determine what the target words were. As predicted,
those in the blue condition (4.00 ± 0.74) produced more
correct answers (thus exhibiting higher creativity) than those
in the red [3.45 ± 0.89; t(61) = –2.35, P < 0.03; Cohen’s d =
0.69] or neutral [3.38 ± 0.67; t(61) = 2.67, P < 0.01; Cohen’s
d = 0.9] condition (F2,61 = 4.33, P < 0.02). Mediation analysis
again confirmed that the alternative motivations activated by
color drive the observed effect (8).
Study 4 aimed to further extend the previous studies by
using a single task that could examine both people’s
creativity level and their attention to details. For this purpose,
participants were presented with a sheet of paper with
drawings of 20 different parts (fig. S1). Participants (n = 42)
were required to use any five parts and draw a design of a toy
a child (age 5 to 11) could use to play with (8, 25). Unlike
previous studies, the color manipulation in this study was
done by presenting the 20 parts either in red or blue color.
Twelve judges evaluated black-and-white copies of each
design on two dimensions, one assessing the originality and
novelty (reflecting creativity level) and the other assessing the
practicality and appropriateness (reflecting attention to
details) of the design. The correlation between these two
dimensions was 0.29 (P = 0.08) and interjudge reliability was
0.75 for originality and 0.83 for appropriateness. As expected,
toys designed by those in the red color condition were judged
to be more practical and appropriate (3.47 0.79) than those
in the blue condition (2.95 0.88; F1,40 = 4.16, P < 0.05;
Cohen’s d = 0.64), but were judged less original and novel
(2.94 0.55) than those in the blue condition (3.37 0.76;
F1,40 = 4.46, P < 0.05; Cohen’s d = 0.67). A set of anagrams
similar to those described in study 1 were included in this
study to test whether avoidance or approach motivations were

the driving force for the effect. Results revealed that those in
the red versus blue condition responded faster to the
avoidance-related anagrams (which indicated an activation of
an avoidance motivation) and, subsequently, exhibited a
higher score on practicality and appropriateness. In contrast,
those in the blue versus red condition responded faster to the
approach-related anagrams (which indicated an activation of
an approach motivation) and, subsequently, exhibited a
higher score on originality and novelty.
Study 5 tested our theorizing in yet another domain,
namely persuasive message evaluation. Participants (n = 161)
evaluated one of two versions of an advertisement for a
camera on a computer screen with the background color set to
be either red or blue. The two versions of the advertisement
were identical except for the visuals (26). In one version, the
visuals represented specific product details of the camera
(e.g., lens) and thus fitted a detail-oriented processing style
(27). We expected that red, which enhances attention to
details, would lead to higher persuasion for this version. The
other version included visuals that represented rather
remotely related associations (e.g., a road sign, a dining table
in a restaurant, and a map), which would require creative
thinking to connect all these images to a camera-related
theme, e.g., travel (fig. S2). Thus, we expected that blue,
which appears to enhance creative cognition, would lead to
more persuasion for this version (27). Participants evaluated
one of the ads on three seven-point items assessing its appeal,
favorability, and effectiveness. For the red color computer
background screen, participants formed more favorable
evaluations when the ad included visuals representing
specific product details (4.69 ± 1.26) as opposed to remotely
related associations (4.11 ± 1.28; F1,150 = 3.41, P < 0.07;
Cohen’s d = 0.42). In contrast, when the background color
was blue, the reverse occurred, i.e., more favorable
evaluations emerged when the ad contained visuals
representing remotely related associations (4.41 ± 1.47)
versus specific product details (3.60 ± 1.59; F1,150 = 6.01, P <
0.02; Cohen’s d = 0.56) (8).
In the last study, we tested whether people are aware of the
differential effects of red versus blue color. No color
manipulation was done for this study, and all the instructions
and the focal task were presented in black color font with
white background screen color on computers. Participants (n
= 68) were told that one of these tasks they would complete
requires detailed, careful, and systematic processing of
information, and it could be presented to them with either a
red or a blue background color. Participants’ task was to
select one color that they thought would enhance their
performance on that task. A sample of the red and blue colors
was presented (fig. S3). On the next screen, participants were
told that another task in this study would require creative,
imaginative, and outside-of-the-box thinking and were asked
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to select one of the two colors that they thought might
enhance their performance on the creative task.
The data revealed that significantly more participants
chose the blue (66%) versus red (34%) color when the task
was described to be creative [χ2 (1) = 7.12, P < 0.01].
However, interestingly, the same pattern of results emerged
when the task was described to be detail-oriented, i.e., more
people thought the blue (74%) versus red (26%) background
color would enhance their performance even on the detailoriented task [χ2 (1) = 15.06, P < 0.001] (8). These results are
consistent with the general belief that people have an overall
preference for blue versus red color, although we found that
red can be beneficial when the focal task requires detailed
attention.
From a series of six studies, using various tasks covering a
number of different domains, we demonstrate that red (versus
blue) can activate an avoidance (versus approach) motivation
and subsequently can enhance performance on detail-oriented
(versus creative) cognitive tasks. This research thus offers a
reconciliation of the conflicting results reported in the extant
literature and advances current research on the effect of color
on cognition and behavior [e.g., ref. (3)]. More important, our
findings offer a wide range of implications for daily human
life. What wall color do we pick for an educational facility?
What color enhances persuasion in a consumption context?
What color enhances creativity in a new product design
process? Results from this research suggest that, depending
on the nature of the task, different colors might be beneficial.
If the task on hand requires people’s vigilant attention (e.g.,
memorizing important information or understanding the side
effects of a new drug), then red (or another color that
activates an avoidance motivation) might be particularly
appropriate. However, if the task calls for creativity and
imagination (e.g., designing an art shop, or a new product
idea brainstorming session), then blue (or another color that
activates an approach motivation) would be more beneficial.
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Fig. 1. Participants’ response times to approach-related,
avoidance-related, and neutral anagrams under red, blue, and
neutral color conditions (study 1). F2,66 = 8.79, P < 0.001.
Error bars ± 1.00 SD.
Fig. 2. Total number of correct recalls for the memory task
(study 2). F2,100 = 3.15, P < 0.05. Error bars ± 1.00 SD.
Fig. 3. Mean creativity scores for the brick task (study 2).
F2,102 = 4.43, P < 0.02. Error bars ± 1.00 SD.
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